HELLO DUDES 'N' DUDETTES!
Here it is, the first issue of V.O.D.-mag!
I'm really happy that we have the whole stuff
together now, cos we/I had lots of trouble with
this in the last month(s). I really hope
that you like our layout + articles so that the work
we had was worth it (urgh this english) ------
We'll continue on to do this in the same form
and layout but maybe we'll change the language
so Bernd is not good in english. Oh shit but
I'm not good in german I remember now, HUM, future
will show how the shit will happen!
Next issue should be out in 2-3 or 4 months with
some better, cooler and longer interviews (w/ Ronny
Eide, PUNGEIST STENCHIES, DISRUPT ....)! ------
I think that's all shit I wanted to throw at your
heads!

BYE,
Dominik, NICK, Schulz + Bernd!

EDITORS:
Dominik Schulz =++++++ Bernd Spring

BANDS | LABELS | SEND YOUR DEMOS/VIDEYS TO US! TOGETHER W/ INFOLETTERS FROM TAPSTRADERS INVITED
TWO REVIEW ON EVERY STUFF WHICH WAS SENT FOR FREE IS GUARANTEED !!!

CONTACT ADDRESSES:
VANGUARD OF DASTARDITY -mag
C/O Dominik Schulz or BERnd Spring
Falkenstr.20 Geigerstrasse 4 A
D-7334 Suessen D-8884 Hochstadt
WEST-GERMANY.

HELLO & THANX TO:
Jack (DESTRACUT) | Scotty and Scruff (HELLBASTARD) | Mark Sawikis
Bernd Eisenstein | Juno (EROSION) | Thorsten (C.I.) | Slavie (SEXOR)
Nicola Ingrassa | Bob + EVICTION | REVELATION

Chris Reifert and Eric from AUTOPSY | YOG SOTHOTS | Mike | Dana
Lee | Jeff Hill | John Spangler | Piotr IMPEERATOR | Darren and

SADUS | Michel Dumas | John Mo Entee | John Araya | Nick Perry
Neal and Bob IMMOLATION | Sibylle WITCHES | Germin Willrich
Alex (sibylle brother) | Martin (MORBID DECAPITATION) | HELLRAZOR
Dean (PARASITE) | Bob Baghe | Achille Testa | Nick ND | the german
ATROCITY bude (especially Matze) | SOOTHSAVER | Troy and
SINDROME | Paul and ABOMINATION | all members of DEATHSTRIKE
MASTER (for godliness) | Brian and EXMORTIS | MARKUS (N.B.R.)

Tom Molich (O.T.D. | SPLATTERMANIA) | Brenda Umbrell (N.R.R.)

Tyman (T.O.L.) | Richard (WILD RAGS) | Eliseo Franco | Harald
Dolezal (MEGA GOD IN GORE !!!) | Christian Zeiger | Arnaud Bathez
Peter Aubele | Slatko | Alex (Kirschheim / Driver) | Robert Tarasuk
Frank Kronecki | Ronny Eide | Thierry Guard | Gudrun Hagedorn
Solokjaslangle the CAT-O-NINE TAILS | Max Sturmi & Sick of Stupidity-
ze | Don | DISASTROUS MURMUR | Manfred | Michael Derix (ha ha)
Uwe, Peter & DEADLOCK | DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA | PUNGENT STENCH
(für's geniale Gigly in Hochstadt) | Andi + GELD EGAL PRODUCTS
learn to play your instrument, chickenhead! - NICK | DEFENSE CON-
DITION | Georg Spielberger | D.I.A. | Bodo | Killer & ASSIST

EKAHUSTED | Udo Schmid (für den genialen Beinse) | alle Lang
weider (wann ist die 2. Pete?) | INFERNAL & Rise + Fall Rec.
Kai O. | Bootleg | SALEM-Moshers | Holger | Mendi | Bobby
ALCOHOLIC SLAUGHTER | Jim Plotkin | Alan Rubin | King Foley
Stephan (OBLIVEON) | INSANITY bude (godz!) | Rammel | NOTZELODAMUS the ultimate dickhead god (ha ha)
"everybody who supported us !!!!!!

SORRY FOR THE SHITTY TYING!
ADLS TO THE EDITIONAL:
I forgot to tell you why I didn't criticize Evil Satanic lyrics in this issue. I did this cos all these bands are still doing evil lyrics (satanic) give a shit if I criticize their lyrics. Either the band changes their lyrics from itself or they continue on to do shit lyrics. I mean it serves to criticize these lyrics in every review, and if I would criticize every satanic band most probably I would waste 2-10 lines in most of the reviews. So near I'm NO satanist and I don't like these lyrics, OKAY ???? -*NICK

MORBID DECAPITATION
Allthough Martin only sent an advert for his band I'm gonna review the "Poser Slaughter" (stupid title) demo from them. To stay short M.D.'s demo is 20 min. of WEHRMACHT/CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER speedcore trash! Get it! Demo 4 $ (worldwide)/T-shirt 10 $ -- MORBID DECAPITATION 16, Sacré-Cœur Charlemagne Prov, Quebec J52 1N5 CANADA NICK.

RECORD REVIEWS
(we only review records which were sent to us for free !)

STARK RAVING MAD-Live 10" Testpressing Dead Kennedy's on HC ThresshStudio and Live recordings! A MUST!!!

DEFECATION-Purity Dilution 1p Testpressing One of the best Grindcore lps ever released from the members of ND and RIGHTEOUS PIGS!!

RIGHTEOUS PIGS-Live and learn lp A blast of Las Vegas Krunchcore made to crush your skull! KILLER!

ROSTOK VAMPIRES-Transylvanian Disease Testpressing Melodic HC like MISFITS and with tight metal influence ! Cool!

DROOGIES-Remember 1p Testpressing Very melodic HC w/ love lyrics ! Nuttin' fo' me and most propably nuttin' fo' the most of our readers!

IMPULSE MANSLAUGHTER-Logical End lp The new longplayer from I.M. Perhaps softer than the ep and 1p but still raging HC w/Metal influences which should be bought by you !!!!

get these records from:
NUCLEAR BLAST RECORDS
DR-FREY-STR. 54
7322 DONZDORF
WEST-GERMANY.

CRITICAL MADNESS

The new godz! DEATH split bands were always godly (just remember MASSACRE and REPULSION), and now there's another one, AUTOPSY. As great as the others, MASSACRE and REPULSION (especially REPULSION) changed their style, but AUTOPSY are just throashing in the vein of the almighty DEATH. Chris sent me both demos, the debut from December 87 and the 88 Demo "Critical Madness." The old demo contains four songs which sound lots like the stuff from DEATH's "Scream bloody gore," great, pervert Death Metal. "Critical Madness" the 2nd demo shows that AUTOPSY progressed in playing as much as DEATH. But what makes the demo a little bit better than the "Leprouts" lp from DEATH is the godly and heavy drumplay from Chris John from REVENANT wrote me that AUTOPSY will release a lp on a UK label, but I don't know anything about future will show! -*NICK

GORG IS A DICKHEAD!
WOW! A real god band! How happy I am that Troy answered me in time, although it took longer than I thought! A band which contains ex-members of a MASTER, DEVASTATION and TERMINAL DEATH! If you think SINDROME continue to play simple but genius Death Metal in the vein of MASTER, you are so what of wrong, you can't believe. They are still playin' Death/Thrash Metal but with so fuckin' great riffs, millions of breaks, grind/techno parts and really cool vocals! SINDROME really fucking rules! I heard that there are some guys who say that they're dissapointed of SINDROME, and I don't know why. Okay, MASTER was godly, I'm a fan of their stuff too, but SINDROME is such a lot more interesting! Okay, now back to the demo, which is by the way entitled "Into the halls of extermination". It contains 5 trax, and every one of them is really godly, and my fave song is "Rapture in blood", but that just my own taste, and all the other songs are as great! Something what has to be said too, is that the demo is probably the one with the best cover in history of demo tapes! Full colored and with really nice layout inside! This demo even looks better than the cassette versions of lp! I think everybody should get the demo, and the T-shirt from Troy! (Price at the end of the interview)!

SUPPORT SINDROME ! ! !

NICK

INTERVIEW WITH TROY
DIXLER (VOCALS)

What's up with Sindrome nowadays?

Things on this end have been going real well. About three months ago, we replaced Chris on the lead guitar with Mick Vega! Rather than going into a paragraph right off about Mick, we are very convinced with all of his abilities, and he will be writing a lot of the material on the tape we are planning on releasing.

How has "Into the halls of extermination" been selling?

The tape has been selling great! From the original pressing of 2000 tapes, we were down to the last few hundred left.

How did you come about with putting together such a professional demo (full color cover, lyrics etc.)?

We shouldn't say that it came about because it took almost a year to put together. From the first day we had the idea of putting together a professional tape (cover, lyrics etc.) and making that a reality took more time financially than we had originally expected. Every weekend we would work a little more on the overall production of the tape till it was finally completed, in the end we were faced with a demo tape that looked better than most stores bought cassettes.
what about a new demo or lp contract?

RIGHT NOW, WE ARE REALLY BUSY WORKING MICK VEGA INTO THE BAND. WE'VE BEEN CONSTANTLY WRITING NEW MATERIAL, AND PROBABLY AROUND JUNE WE SHOULD BE RELEASING THE NEWEST MATERIAL. AS OF RIGHT NOW, WE WILL MOST LIKELY RECORDING 30 SONGS PRIMARILY FOR LABELS, AND OF COURSE TO LET THE UNDERGROUND HEAR HOW RAE LATEST MATERIAL SOUNDS.

sindrome consists of ex-members of such legendary bands like master, devastation and terminal death? what's up with these bands?

NONE OF OUR PREVIOUS BANDS ARE STILL AROUND. FOR THE MOST PART WHEN SINDROME ESTABLISHED ITS LINE-UP, OUR FORMER BANDS DIDN'T SEEM TO CONTINUE FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER.

nothing to say to the readers of v.o.d. mag?

THANKS TO VANGUARDNESS OF DASTARDITY MAGAZINE FOR TAKING THE TIME TO PUT TOGETHER THIS INTERVIEW. ANY ZINES, RADIO STATIONS, OR TAPE TRADERS INTERESTED IN SINDROME EITHER FOR MERCHANDISE OR INFORMATION SHOULD WRITE TO OUR CONTACT ADDRESS BELOW!

thanx to troy - nick

SINDROME

MERCHANDISE

"I.T.H.O.E." DEMO TAPE AVAILABLE FOR $5 + $2.5 FOREIGN AIRMAIL POSTAGE OR $1.5 U.S. AIRMAIL POSTAGE

1988 "I.T.H.O.E." TOUR SHIRTS (7(1) colored front, 6 colored back silk-screen(1)) AVAILABLE FOR $10 + $4 FOREIGN AIRMAIL POSTAGE OR $2.5 U.S. AIRMAIL POSTAGE

STICKERS (CHROME AND BLACK DESIGN) 2 FOR $1

BUTTONS (BLACK W/RED LOGO) $1

MIDWEST MANAGEMENT EXCHANGE
c/o Troy Dixler
P.O. BOX 2112
HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60035
U.S.A.

INTO THE HALLS OFextermination!
The kings of splatter and noise from Belgium!! I made this Interview in October 88, before they made their Split-EP with Riek Boels. I think that AGATHOCLES is the best Noise-Band from Belgium. They play a very brutal and fast style of noise-core, influences are: Napalm Death (!), Repulsion, Carcass Slayer (?), Hellhammer, and many more. Now the interview with Jan (a great guy!):

HOW WOULD YOU CALL THE MUSIC STYLE OF AGATHOCLES?

Well, it's grinding thrash-noise filth & death: I think you can call it whatever you want. Bernd, how would you call it?

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE SELLING OF YOUR DEMO?

Yes, we are very happy with it 'cause the demo is not very good, I think. We're very happy with it. Thank you for all the guys who have send me their money! THANX. If you don't have money to buy it, get it by tape trading & send me 1 IRC, and I'll send you the cover and lyrics.

FUTURE PLANS (DEMO, VINYL, . . . .)

By the time you read this, our split EP with "Riek Boels" will be out. We'll also do a new EP in the future & also on a comp. LP of UDOAR-Records from Sweden.

THE BEST GIG OF AGATHOCLES

Let me think. Well, I never liked any of our gigs so far . . . . it was good, I think. About 20 people on stage, diving, slamming etc., but on 20/2/88, that was great.

Do the members of Napalm Death know your cover version of the cult song "DECEIVER" and do they like it? (I like it. It's a very fast and powerful version.)

Hey, Bernd, I'm glad you think our version is powerful! Thanx my friend. Yes, Mick knows it & he likes it. In the early times we loved to play "Deceiver" but now it gets a bit boring, but if the crowd wants that we play it, we will do it.

Tell us something about your new songs & lyrics

About now, we have 20 songs. The old lyrics were mostly about religion. But now, the new ones deal mostly with "How disgusting meat eating" is. We try to combine gore & reality to get good and meaningful lyrics. Read them & judge for yourself.

Do you like melodic HC/Punk, too?

Yes, of course. I like bands like: Honor role, Violent Children, Armia (brilliant Polish HC), Minor Threat, High circle, Chain Reaction, etc. And more like that. I really love "Straight Edge" bands, although I'm not straight anymore!

Which Belgian bands can you recommend?

Here in Belgium are lots of bands. But most of them think, they are more than us and I don't like that attitude.

Best Belgian bands are Ronald Ruck (which are superb & the friendliest band (after Agathocles? - Bernd)), Dreft (my dear friends), Extrem, Occultation, MAD, Tyfoon, . . . . + some more. Don't forget DISGORGE, who are also very friendly!! THANX: Guys!!

- [Signature]
ACATHOPHIE

Would you use other kinds of instruments for making new songs?
No way, we'll never do that. Not that I don't like other instruments
but I don't think it would sound good. ARMIA (Pol) use a violin in their songs & that's GREAT!!
So check out the ARMIA-LP!

Do you like to read zines?
Yes!!! They rule. It really makes me happy that there are still
people who do zines. But it's a pity that lots of them don't
write back, if you send them your demo etc. But srrnd, 100000 x thanks for doing this interview with me.

AGATHOCLES MERCHANDISE
- DEMO: 4 US Dollar
- T-Shirt: 8 US Dollar

To: Jan
Asberg 8
2400 Mol
BELGIUM

ronald ruck

Ronald Ruck is a very "noisy" band from Belgium.
Anneke on vocals, Dirk plays the guitars and Flap (hi!!!) bass & drums (?). 11 short & fast songs are on the demo tape, it's called: "Ruck off & DIE".

The sound quality is not very good and the total rec. time are only a few minutes. But who cares?

I think, that their sound influences are: Electro Hippees, Tumor (GRD),
and so on. There are some good ideas in their lyrics.
You can buy this tape by: FLAP
Dillesstraat 63
2710 Hoboken
Belgium
It costs 100 BEF (or the same amount in DM or US): It comes with some funny group shots!
First FUNERAL BITCH, then SINDROME and now ABOMINATION, the third band which arose out of the sacred ashes of the legend in Death Metal, MASTER!!! And ABOMINATION are a killer band, just like the other mentioned bands. Although ABOMINATION play another way than MASTER (just as it was done from SINDROME too) they’re are so fucking godlike! They’re more technical but a little bit different from the great SINDROME sound, the only thing left to say is that ABOMINATION is as great as SINDROME, MASTER and FUNERAL BITCH, and I can really not understand people (FUNERAL BITCH, MASTER freaks), who say ABOMINATION and SINDROME are disappointments, they’re fuckin’ great bands! But now I gotta speak over the demo tape the guys around Paul Speckman (ex-MASTER - shouter), Aaron Nieceas and Dean Choiles put out, right? So here I go! The first song “Over the edge”, is a really great opener, the demo cont. with “Reformation” and “Impending doom”, two songs which are as great as the first song and there begins to happen something in my brain, “Curse of the deadly sin” is hammered in my ears, and I feel it tortures my brain cells, the nightmare continues with “Tunnel of damnation”, I’m near madness, and it is my good luck that “Follower” is the last attack of devastatin’ death metal on this great demo tape! This demo, with these 6 songs of total pervert death metal with millions of ideas, breaks, tempo changes etc., is a fuckin’ MUST for everybody who reads this! The demo is $5.50 (overseas), and there’s a T-shirt available for $10.50 (overseas), and believe me, THIS STUFF IS WORTH IT’S PRICE! ABOMINATION KILLZ!!!!!! Oh, to speak over the lyrics, they seem to be occult ones (just see the titles of the songs), and the demo has a cover in the occult vein too. To speak over the cover, this demo has a really cool and nice cover layout!!!!!!! ABOMINATION NICK c/o Paul Speckmann P.O. Box 31022 Chicago, IL 60631 U.S.A.

Yeah! A real cool band from San Diego! The 2nd demo from INFAMOUS SYMPHONY was sent to me by RICHARD of WILD RAGS and I thank him for it, cos this demo totally rules! Cool, fast and interesting US Speedcore with a Metal influence, which makes the whole shit more interesting. Although this demo is totally sold out you can get some stuff from U.S. anyway, cos they have a lr called “Manipulation” out on WILD RAGS! I’m sure it is as great as this demo! So get up and send some bucks to W.R. and if you want to write to INFAMOUS SYMPHONY, here the adress:

Greg Raymond
P.O. Box 84088
San Diego, CA 92138-4088
U.S.A.

NICK
DEF-CON hails from Harburg, and has already released a demo entitled "Just for fun". The production of the tape is quite respectable. Hardcore with punk and thrash (metal) influences, would be something good to describe DEFCON. Soon they will release a split-ep with C.O. ORANGE. There will be newer tracks from DEF-CON (I'm too lazy to write the whole name all the time, the real name is DEFENCE CONDITIONS) on the ep. The new stuff is more metal influenced and this makes the whole music better. The demo is available for DM 5,- from Manfred "Manne" Luft, Eichenstr. 23, 8856 Harburg/N. Germany. With the demo you get stickers and an info sheet of the band.

Bernd

A band which has already quite a lot of stuff is Cat-o-nine Tails. The first release was their demo "Allegro non troppo" and after it the LP "No place for living legends" was released. The latest release from Cat-o-nine Tails is their split-ep with Human Error. It's better than the old stuff sound wise and musically. The new stuff is still melodic German Hardcore but with more power than the old stuff. The stuff is available from: Gerhard Zimmermann, Siebenbürgener Str. 3, 8896 Schrobhausen, WEST-GERMANY.

Bernd

This most promising band from Pittsburgh plays HC with Metal influence which always reminds me of the old CA-TICOL PUNK, H-MENT, & sonx which are really interesting should be worth the price($ 4) of the tape, The cover is cool too, and the lyrics are good too, so get up and get this it's worth the money! Most probably there'll be an interview with EVICTION in No.2!!

Rob Tabachka, 12 Victory Ln., Jeettsdale, Pa. 15056 U.S.A.
++the have cool stickers too!!++
Extreme Deathcore Chaos

A band which has probably not the best name at everyone of you is Blood. The first three demos of this band were real shit, and so it's no wonder that lots of people still think Blood is a shit band. But that's not true! Blood progressed a lot in the last year. The 4th demo "Heinous Noise" was the first demo to show musical progress. On the 5th demo entitled "Spasmic paralytic dreams" they were even able to play their instruments, and produce a bloody noisecore massacre in the vein of the old Napalm Death stuff. And now till the latest tape "No regret" they progressed even more. Now they mix ultra-fast noisecore parts with slow and grindy parts in the vein of the great Terrorizer. Blood is perhaps the best German band in the grindcore/noisecore style. Support them! Tape traders should write to Bernd too, he is a serious guy, and has a list of over 20 pages!!!!!!! The 4th and 5th demo are available for $4 (DM 6), and the 6th tape isn't available, as it is just a tribute tape.

Blood
C/o Bernd Eisenstein
Karlsbaderstr. 2
6720 Speyer
West-Germany.

Interview w/ Bernd:

What's up with Blood?

Oh, we are planning a recording for a record or a new demo-tape in the beginning of 1989 with the new and final line-up, and we are going to make more live-gigs.

What were the reasons for the new line-up changes before the sixth tape, and is Blood serious now?

I mean the first demos were just fun, ok?

We only changed the singer. The first we had was Gerber--he was thrown because he wasn't interested in this kind of music. The second was "bestial Bernd"--he had not enough time free for the band because he spends all his time for the job, but he was OK. The third singer (for the "no regret" tape) was

Chuck from Deathcore, but he didn't take this serious, only as a project and he changed to an asshole. The new singer is Chicken, and I think we don't need another one later. Yes, Blood was only fun at the beginning, but all grew up, and so Blood is serious since the 3rd "demo".

Sore throat, Agathocles, and many like this.

Did you send out any of the new tapes to labels in order to get a lp contract? Are there any reactions yet?

No. We didn't send some tapes out to any record companies, but I hope we get a chance at the Wild Rages Record USA, but that's not sure yet!

As I right, when I say your lyrics, especially the ones which we were written from you are about gore-stuff, are you influenced by gore? This when write the

This was the past, but since the 5th demo we only write better lyrics about religion, social problems, politics, and all problems we think about.

Anything to add?

Oh, yes, thank all who bought our tapes, came to our gigs--all mags who were interested in us and all our friends over the world. Our next recording is for you!

Thanx to Bernd.

Nick

Interview with Blood

6 Vile, Sick, Disgusting Songs

Recorded live on the ground

Cover Price $3.40

Distro $1.50 Overseas
+++The demos and records reviewed here weren't sent to us by the bands, I got them by tape trading, and I only speak about them cos South America has such a lot of great bands which need our support. But V.O.D. needs the support of the S. America bands too, so any South America Death Metal bands, send your stuff to us, we're lovers of South America Death Metal, and we'll be fair and send free copies to you too!!! Thank you in advance. So here are a few reviews on some stuff:

First band to be reviewed is the Brazilian Death Metal band GENOCIDIO. GENOCIDIO already put out an EP on their own label ULTRA VIOLENCE, but now we gotta speak about their music. GENOCIDIO play total sick, pervert and fast Death Metal which reminds us of the great SARCOFAGO! Yes, this vinyl contains 5 tracks of hyperfast death metal which will destroy you! My fave track is "Pack of Blood" a real killer! Sorry, I don't know the price of the EP, but I know there's a Livetape w/ a fantastic cover and a sticker for $2 available. They have Shirts too, they are $10. So support GENOCIDIO!

GENOCIDIO
Caixa Postal 13566
Ag. Agua Rasa
Sao Paulo-SP-BRASIL
CEP 03399

CORESE is a band from Brazil too, but they play more SLAYERish stuff, but a anyway with lots of power. The debut demo from CORESE contains 3 of their own songs plus a cover of SLAYER's Metal Storm. Although the production of this tape lacks, it's good. So here's the contact adress:

CORESE
C/O Marcos R.M. Khalil
Rua Greenfield,259-Pone
CEP 04218-Sacoma-S.Paulo-S.P.
BRASIL

KERANUM is a band from Peru, and the really fuckin' long record tape from 6/88 contains a lot of tracks of typical S. America Death Metal, pervert, lethal, powerful, only thing to criticize would be that KERANUM should play faster! Get their adress from Eliseo of SEPTUGULAR VOICE magazine (adress later).

Now to a total God band! BLASFEMIA is one of the sickest, most pervert and lethal bands from South America, and definately the best band from Colombia I heard yet. They already put out an EP which is a symphony of total evil and sick Death Metal with distorted guitars and vocals, yeah these vocals are such kind of genial and evil, unbelievable! BLASFEMIA is a real unknown band in Europe and U.S.A., cos none of all tape traders I know had heard of BLASFEMIA before, and really nobody had the ep, to tell you the truth, I got it only on tape, but Eliseo is gonna send it soon. It's out now, so take Eliseo for their adress too!

REINCARNATION is a band from Colombia too, but their ep isn't so good as the great BLASFEMIA one, but anyway they play Death Metal which might be liked by a lot of our readers, REINCARNATION got a lp+ep out so ask Eliseo for their adress too!

Two bands I don't like at all are PENITENCIA (Peru) and SACRILEGIO (Colombia), but perhaps their future stuff will be better than the rehearsal Eliseo taped me!

Some news from more famous South America bands:

- The new LP from MUTILLATOR is out! I was told that it sucks!
- The new LP from the infamous PUDZ, SARCOFAGO entitled "Shaizenuts-" Torment-Continue" will be out soon!
- If we believe in what the members of SARCOFAGO say, it is even better than the debut "INNOCENT"
- PENTAGRAM, the masters of Chile, have broken up, sniff!

IMMER ÄRGER MIT DEM ZENSOR...
PSYCHIC POSSENGOR is a new killer band from Brasil. They already have a demo and a lp both under the name "Torrid Diffusion" on both releases are godly superior technical and totally grindy Death Metal/Grindstuff, really great! Eliseo should have their adress!

DESASTER is one band more from Brasil, and they rule too! Their debut demo "Hands of anguish" contains two trax, that isn't too much but these 2 songs are such kind of grindy Death Metal in the vein of the legendary in PENTAGRAM, so a real must!

DESASTER
C/o Marcelo Ribeiro
R.Vina Del Mar, 117
B. Assuncao-09860
S.B.C.-S.P.-Brasil

Already something like a classic is the Suicidal Mankind demo from EXPLICIT HATE, if anybody doesn't have this great demo order it at:

EXPLICIT HATE
A.V.M. S.Copacabana
13/4 ap 202 RJ Rio de Janeiro
CEP 20070, BRASIL

RATOS DE PORAO is a band which mixes Death Metal with Hardcore, and does a real good job. R.D.P. already released 2 or 3 lps, and I know the latest one: "Dirty and aggressive", which is really good but short! Ask Eliseo for their adress, or order the lp from COGUMELOS records.

WOW! A band from Mexico, and a fuckin' great one too! TOKOBERNAM comes really from Mexico and is ready to destroy the world! Eliseo taped me their demo from 87"Splendor Dead" and the one from 88"Phantasmagoria" and they both rule! High speed Death Metal, power drums, shredding guitars and crude vocals plus genial intros, oh these intros real killer ones! You must ask Eliseo for their adress!

A band from Brasil which does killer music too is NECROPAGO, although their 88 demo "Brutal Mutilation" has a very bad production and is very short, it is a holocaust of Death Metal which will blow you away! Send $5 for the demo to NECROPAGO c/o Arnold Rua Do Lima 114, Expo Sica 37900 Passos, MG BRASIL.

++ if ya tell Arnold to record ya some more stuff on the tape he'll do it! they have shirts too!++++

Last but not least there's MIU. After their demo and stuff on the DEATHTHRASHER comp lp here's their debut full length album entitled "Simoniastic". This lp contains 5 trax which remind alot of the great songs on SEPULTURA's new lp "Shitstorm". Great ripping death thrash metal. Write to this adress and ask for the price of the lp:

FUCKER RECORDS
Rua Angueta, 135 - Vila Helena
Santo Andre-SP CEP 09175 BRASIL

++ A very good band named MARRATE can be contacted at this adress too. They are an anti-nazi/militarsim band++.

Okay, this were the few reviews I was able to write; hope it was interesting! Special thanx to Eliseo Franco and Arnaud Battez at this place!

If you wanna write to Eliseo in order to get some adress, here is his one:

SEPULTURAL VOICE -mag
C/o Eliseo Franco
Ur.Javier Prado
Calle Almeria 112
M2+P.LT.17, 6ta etapa
Lima 30 PERU

---

WILD RAGO
2207 W. WHITTIER BLVD. • MONTEBELLO, CA 90640
more demos:

IRON WARRIOR

Something rare in history of Death/Thrash Metal for me is a one-man band. This band is done by Dana Lee, and the debut demo entitled "Thy deadly illusion" includes 2 trax of real heavy Doom/daeth stuff. Real good in my view, so get this demo with a really nice layout for $5 from Dana Lee
668 Antigua Cres.
Oshawa, Ontario L1J 6S4
Canada.

THY DEADLY ILLUSION

A band which has made a big progress is EXXOR. The 2 adv. trax for their 89 LP, Steve sent to me, are a real lot better than their "Live in Krems" tape. HC/crossover which reminds me a bit of CONDEMNED is what will be on the LP. I think CHAINSAW MURDER will release it but I'm not sure.
Ask Steve. Steve Jentsch
Theenacher 43
CH-5126 Zumikon
Switzerland.

FUNGENT STENCH, DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

and now DISASTROUS MURMUR, I really wonder how much Grindcore from Austria we can expect in the future! Just like the other Austrian grinders DISASTROUS MURMUR are influenced by all these famous Grindcore bands we all should know (REPULSION, TERRORIZER etc. etc.), but they especially remind me of CARCASS (grindy/slow parts) and when they play fast they remind me a fuckin' lot of the almighty godz REPULSION. Yeah, the vocals remind me of Scott Carlson's cog too, so if ya...

belief or not, I like DISASTROUS MURMUR a fuckin' lot! The lyrics are in the vein of REPULSION/CARCASS too, but more like CARCASS coz of the lots of ununderstandable words! Okay, support these Grindgoz and ask Harald for their demo, which is by the way named "Embryonic utergestation" (Who the fuck knows what it means?)
Harald Bezdek
Lackenweg 49
9020 Klagenfurt
Austria. (smack!)

LEPTOSOME

LEPTOSOME is a fun band which consists of members of DISASTROUS MURMUR and DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. Their demo entitled "Decomposed Tympanic membrane terror" contains a bunch of short noisy trax more like NAPALM DEATH not so grindy as the usual stuffs from Austria, but anyway cool. The demo is available together with D.M. stuff from Harald!!

OUTCASTS

Funny and interesting stuff we can get from this Illionis band named OUTCASTS. They play HC in the vein of bands like STIKKY or ISOCRACY, the only thing which makes OUTCASTS worse than these great bands is their singer. He sings such a kind of unpowerfull, unbelievable, I would not be surprised if somebody told me that the singer slept while the recording. The music is cool and you should get up and order the OUTCASTS LP from WILD RAGS too, coz the demo is sold out too!
OUTCASTS contactress:
Jack Swan/3942 Arthur Terr./Markham, Ill. 60426/U.S.A.

VOMIT this is a thrash metal band from Greece, which plays stuff in the vein of the latest VOIVOD LP, their logo is done from Away by the way. The demo is respectable b but the guys taped me a track.

all reviews on this page by NICK. this continues on!
which was recorded in studio on the backside of the demo, and it is alot better than the whole demo! By the way if you didn't check it till now, the demo itself was recorded with a cassetterecorder and the production sucks. But anyway the price is $4.

VOMIT
P.O.Box 31232
Athens, 100 35
GREECE

"Speedcore in the vein of CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER/WEHRMACHT is what you can get from this South-German Newcomer! Their 10 track demo from February 89 has a respectable cover and a good sound, and the music is really interesting too, so ask for it at:

Slatko Dolic
Hauffstr.10
7335 Salach
WEST-GERMANY.

EXMORTIS
305 THOMAS AVENUE
FREDERICK, MD 21701 U.S.A.

The tape(s) of this godlike band really arrived in the last minute. EXMORTIS has already released 2 demos one in 88 entitled "descent into chaos" and one in 89 entitled "immortality's end". Both include total godlike Death Metal in the typical U.S. style but so godlike w/ cool riffs etc. etc. !I'm really not able to write more about their music, cos I only heard the demos 1 time till now, but one thing is sure: THEY ARE GODLIKE !

Okay be sure to see a longer and larger review on EXMORTIS together with an interview in issue II !

--- Both tapes have cool covers and layouts !SUPPORT EXMORTIS !!!

Allthough there are really only a few good bands from Italy we here got one of them, BLACK TRATHENES. Their demo "Azathoth" includes four trax of evil Death Metal in the vein of HELHAMMER. Allthough the production is very shitty you can hear the guitar riffs, and this is what makes this band good, godly guitar riffs!

The demo is available for $4 from:
Achille"Dark"Testa
Via Costaguta,9
16035 Rapallo,GE
ITALY.

++ Lyrics are in the occult vein, boring alittle bit++++

Yeah this is WAR from Brasil. Allthough these guys haven't put out a demo yet we can review them cos Gerson recorded me some live-recordings from his band. WAR play typical brazilian Death Metal with crude vocals, fast guitar and hard thrashing drums! Gerson told me that they'll put out a demo soon and I can't wait the day I'll hear this killer-band with a good sound. I think that some of our readers think that a brazilian band with a name like this is a nazi band, WRONG! GERSON wrote me that they know what kind of bullshit III.Reich was and that they are against fascism! Okay write to Gerson and ask him what is up with the demo or send him a blank tape with postage costs!

WAR
C/o Gerson Wallrich
Rua Galo Branco,131,Jardim Guanabara,Ilha do Governador CEP: 11941 Rio de Janeiro/RJ
BRASIL

MORTUARY

Allthough I only got a rehearsal of this band by tape trading and allthough I don't have theri adress, I must write about MORTUARY, cos not to do it would be a crime! MORTUARY is a godly grindcore band from POLAND. They are such kind of powerfull and agressive but a little bit different from the UK grinders, they are killers! So any tapetraders out there get this rehearsal if you get the chance it's fuckin' godlike!!!

NICK
All though this band is only together for 3 months(!) they're fucking great and I better don't think of the stuff they'll record in a studio soon cos their debut demo "Enter the domain" is already a total killer! The demo was recorded in January 89 and it contains 4 trax which are all great doomy Death Metal. Especially the doomy parts on this demo are such a kind of genial, it's unbelievable! Influences are HELLHAMMER and old DEATH and these are the 2 best bands to describe ASPHYX. So get the demo for $5/DM, the sound is quite good and the demo has a cool and gory cover! "Vault of the vailing souls" is godly!

ASPHYX

c/o Bob Bagchus
Wielawaalstraat 10
7587 AZ DE LUTTE
HOLLAND

---

Wow! A real good band from France! The demo from MUTILATED has 3 sonx of ultimate grindy and fast Death Metal/grindcore. And every band this demo reminds me off is a killer one, MASTER, REPULSION... This demo is a real must, cos it beholds total grindy music with greta riffs, vocals and godoant fast drums, GODLI!

Get it for $5/6 (overseas) from:

Michel Dumas
Le Fil des Bondes
Lombron
72450 Montfort-Le-Genois
FRANCE

---

Cool Thrash with HC influences is the music which is on the "Hiding under white" from TYRANNICIDE. The lyrics are very good too, so get it $3 from:

Jeff Hill
1360 Winter Way
Pleasanton, CA 94566
U.S.A.

+++ TYRANNICIDE have millions of shirts, badges, stickers etc.++++

---

CARNAGE

A real Holocaust of grindy Noise-core is the 89 demo entitled "the day man lost." from the swedish CARNAGE (not the australian one). This demo includes 3 trax of great grindy stuff in the vein of CARCASS/AGATHOCLES, a must for all Grindfreaks! $2 or 3 should be enough for it.

Contact: Johan Axelsson
Sommarvägen 11 B
352 37 VÄXJÖ
IMPERATOR is one of the lots of polish bands coming up now. Piotr sent me their 2nd demo entitled "Eternal might". The music could be described as Death Metal, and it reminds me of a real lot of the legendary SEPULTURA 85 ep, only a bit faster. The sound is quite good too, what surprised me was I think it's really difficult to get a good sound in Poland. The demo is $6, their T-shirt is $10, sticker is $1. . .

Piotr Tomczyk
P.O. Box 56
90-955 Lodz 8
POLAND.

GAMMACIDE

GAMMACIDE play more professional. Thrash Metal but with lots of ideas and own style. Their demo has 4 tracks and 3 of them will appear on various Compilation. Thrash fans should get this from: Rick Perry
P.O. Box 121004
Arlington, TX 76012
U.S.A.

HELLRAZOR

HELLRAZOR is a Death/Thrash Combo from California. Their demo entitled "Trapped in Death" includes interesting and powerful tracks which remind me a bit of DEATH. I mean the stuff. The demo has a 2-colored cover and print on the cassette - 4/5 (overseas) is the price for this demo of pounding death metal.

HELLRAZOR
P.O. Box 39006
Downey, CA 90241
U.S.A.

JUGENDHAUS - HUNGEN
Evil Mind
Out Of Control
You Are My Prey
Trapped In Death

"Do you know any Fundo-like mag from the young brazilian scene? No! But now you'll know!!! Nice hole's second edition in English is out now!!! Much better than the first issue, with more bands, papers, fly-outs, etc. . . In this issue you'll find interviews with NOSFERAAT, ESPERANTO, VOICE, SIN DRUNK, HAMMER DEATH, NECROMANCER, AGRESSOR, MUTILATED, WABO, DEMONIC, CHOPPER, DEFILED, DELIRIUM, DOOMGATE, etc. . . Articles & reviews of several Brazilian bands!!! We're looking for people who can distribute this piece of shit in your country, fax traders, correspondents & other shit, please contact us now!!! Hail, hands wishing to appear in our upcoming issues should send Big, FM, Demo/Fan/Live/All, pictures & all info as possible, ARTICLE DIAMOND!!! On yeah, I almost forgot to say the price!!! Oh holy shit, it costs only $5.00. Send in cash only too.

BLACK HOLE MAG, 7/8 FERNANDO D CARVALHO, CUSR POSTAL NO. 45120, CEP 18330-970, SANTA CATARINA, BRASIL.
More Speedcore from California! This is the review on the new and
godly demo tape from MANICAL GENOCIDE. "Too late for Apologies"
is a real killer demo. 5 trax of funny HC Thrash which should be
heard by everyone who reads these lines! After having heard this
-killer dem0 everything left from you
- will be a pile melt strawberry ice-
cream! M.G. is also already on a
comp.lp called ALWAYS CATHIN'SNOT
IN THE WIND. Get it together with
the demo. The demo has a funny
cover and costs 4/5 (overseas)
bucks.

John Spangler
3803 Brooklin Ave
Rosemead, CA 91770
U.S.A.

SAMAEI is a total HELLHAMMER clone-
band which already has put out some
demos -a 7". This 7" entitled "medieval prophecy" was sent to me. The
single contains 2 of their own trax
and a cover version of HELLHAMMER's
"the third of the storms". The ver-
sion SAMAEI isn't nearly so good as
the genial HELLHAMMER one, and the
real SAMAE I am dissapointing too.
Anyways some guys may like it:
NECRO SOUND
Rue des Carceres 27
CH-1950 Sion
SWITZERLAND

Hey you... STOP FIGHTING FOR
THE LATEST ISSUE OF DECA YI
MAGGOT......
Now everyone can get his own
copy of DECA YI'MAGGOT 4 for
only 3 bucks....
It might not be the best
mag ever, but with origi-
nal and startling inter-
views with bands such as
MASSACRE [Chile];
GOATLORD; PAPSMEAR; HAIL OFF; INTENSE
DEGREE; MALICIOUS GRIND and new gods like
EXPERIATE and
LETHAL DOSE; It's definately a worthwhile purchase.
Also stuff on WITCHES; GRAVE CONCERN; and more plus
reviews; Food recipes (yes, for your future parties
comics and movies reviews; Lotsa goofy art....
No really professionally printed but who cares??
What matters is what's under the cover......
Printed in engish on cheap paper...
so, send for yours today. Domino Mucchelli; 51 Bd A.
SLAMQUI; 15013 PARIS ; FRANCE....
Everyone wishing to send material; go ahead; I will
review it and get in touch....
P.S. Don't forget to brush your teeth, 3 times a day.
POSITIVE DENTAL OUTLOOK....
IMMOLATION, a total god band out of the New York area. I'm really happy that I got back the interview with Neal in time, cos this probaly the best or most interesting in the whole zine. Fuck it, IMMOLATION are really making so pervert, brutal and crude Death Metal with fuckin' great breaks and melodies that all the MORBID ANGEL fans will love this new god band! The first official recording from IMMOLATION is their debut demo which contains two songs called immolation and 2nd coming. Not very much sonx but so fucking great that it doesn't matter. I got a rehearsal from 24/9/88 which contains four songs (immolation, burial ground, infernal decadence, infection blood) and there exist also some livetapes but there definately not avaiable from the band, just by tape trading. But IMMOLATION are going to record the following up to their great debut demo really soon. The demo is available for $$$ (overseas): IMMOLATION c/o Neal Boback 5 Elizabeth Place Yonkers, N.Y. 10703 U.S.A.

INTERVIEW W/ NEAL BOBACK:

WELL, NOTHING MUCH AT THE TIME, BUT SOON WE'RE GONNA PLAY WITH DEATH (GODZ), AND WE JUST FINISHED TOURING OUR AREA WITH THE OTHER GODZ, MORBID ANGEL, AND THOSE SHOWS WERE SICK AND TOTAL DEATH (HE'S RIGHT, I got m.a. livetapes from this mini-tour really sick and total death-ed.). WE PLAYED THOSE SHOWS WITH REVENANT (N.J.) (VERY GOOD FRIENDS OF MINE). I CAN'T WAIT TO PLAY SOME MORE SHOWS.

WHY DID SOME PEOPLE LEAVE RIGOR MORTIS AND FORM IMMOLATION?

WELL, FIRST OF ALL, THE 2 GUITARISTS FROM RIGOR MORTIS ARE NOW IN IMMOLATION. THEY DIDN'T LEAVE, THE VOC/BASSIST LEFT AND AFTER THE DRUMMER LEFT ALSO. SO IN TIME IMMOLATION EMERGED TO PLAY AN ONSLAUGHT OF DEATH METAL TO KILL ALL THE WEAK. HOW WAS THE GIG WITH KILLPOWER/RIP-TORN AT STREETS IN NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. 6-8-88? HOW WAS THE CROWD? HOW'S THE N.Y. thrash-deathcore scene?

THE SHOW WAS GREAT FOR US. BECAUSE IT WAS OUR FIRST SHOW, THE CROWD WAS O.K., BUT THEY'RE ALL TRENDY PEOPLE INTO ANTHRAX AND TESTAMENT SHIT WHICH I DON'T LIKE AT ALL. THE N.Y. SCENE IS O.K., BUT THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE INTO SERIOUS DEATH METAL. THERE ARE COOL MAGS HERE LIKE DEATHSTICHE (GOD ZINE) AND ULTIMATUM, ETC.

WHAT DO YOUR LYRICS DEAL ABOUT?

AND WHAT ARE YOUR INFLUENCES MUSICALLY AND LYRICALLY?

OUR NAME IMMOLATION MEANS A SACRIFICE OR TO KILL AS A SACRIFICIAL VICTIM. OUR LYRICS ARE BASICALLY THE SAME, SACRIFICE, DEATH, DECAYED CORPSES, AND EVIL THEMES. ROSS, BASS AND VOCALS WRITES MOSTLY ALL THE LYRICS. HIS MIND IS WARPED AND HE'S DEMENTED. OUR INFLUENCES ARE ONLY BRUTAL DEATH METAL, DEATH, MORBID ANGEL, NECROVORE (R.I.P.), SEPULTURA, TERRORIZER, MASTER, DEVASTATION (ILL), PENTAGRAM (CHILE), AUTOPSY, REPULSION (R.I.P.) AND ALL OTHER GODS OF BRUTAL DEATH. LYRICALLY OUR INFLUENCES ARE SOMETIMES MOVIES, BUT USUALLY IT'S JUST ROSS' SICK AND DEMENTED IDEA. MY CONTRIBUTION IS SOME LYRICS, BUT I THOUGHT OF ALL THE TITLES EXCEPT "THE SECOND COMING". BOB AND TOM (BOTH GUITAR) WRITE JUST ABOUT ALL OF THE MUSIC, SO AS YOU CAN SEE WE ALL CONTRIBUTE TO THE BAND.
any future plans? anything to add. (please not 2+2=4)?
YES, SOON WE HOPE TO RECORD OUR SECOND DEMO (AROUND JAN, FEB, MARCH) THEN WE'LL DO SOME MORE AREA SHOWS WITH REVENANT, AND KEEPING TRYING TO PRODUCE SOME OF THE BEST DEATH METAL

I'D LIKE TO THANK YOU DOMINIK FOR THE INTERVIEW, GOOD LUCK WITH V.O.D. AND EVERYONE READING THIS, WRITE ME NOW! IMOLATE YOUR SOUL! WE HAVE SHIRTS AVAILABLE FOR \$10.00 U.S. (STATE SIZE!) AND \$12.00 REST OF THE WORLD.

thank you to Neal and the rest of the almighty immolation, good luck for the future! SUPPORT THIS GOD BAND!

and another godband, this time from the New Jersey area. The new demo from REVENANT named "sphyxiated time" includes 4 trax of brutal Death Metal in the undecrivable REVENANT sound, all I can say is that it has tons of breaks, tempo changes, cool vocals and heavy-ness. By the way REVENANT was on tour together with MORRID ANGEL and IMMOLATION in October. Available for \$5 from:

Ravenous
John McEntee
201 Mayfair Terrace
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410

INFERNAL NOISE
UNDERGROUND BRAZILIAN MAGAZINE
c/o GUSTAVO SCLAUSER
Av. Heitor Penteado, n.° 1798/68
São Paulo - SP.
CEP 05438 - Brazil
NUCLEAR BLAST RECORDS

presents:

RIGHTeous PIGS - Live and learn
14 song LP (NB 012)
- The Killer debut of Righteous Pigs
Grindcore from Las Vegas

IMPULSE MANSlaughter -
Logical end
12" song LP (NB 013)
- 2. LP of CHICAGO's Thrasher
(incl. Corner versions:
Stone dead for ever - MOTORHEAD
Gimme shelter - ROLLING STONES)

ROSTOK VAMPIRES - Transylvanian disease (NB 014, out soon:
20 song CD!!!)
- melodic Hardcore / Crossover

COMING:
DEFECATION - Debut LP (Infernal Holocaustcore
with members of NAPALM DEATH &
RIGHTeous PIGS!!!)

NO PLEASURES AT ALL - Int. comp. Do. LP

STARK RAVING MAD limited 10"

- PUNGENT STECH / DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
- Split LP (Deathcorethrash)

- VERMICIOUS KNIDS LP (Chicago Thrash with
Impulse Manslaughter members)
- finally Japan Kamikazethrashers
- "S. O. B. - Don't be swindle 27 song LP+ CD
- "UTO - Debut LP and more japanese noisecore...

DROOGIES - Remember
14 song LP (NB 015)
- melodic Punk / Hardcore like
DESCENDENTS!

TARNFARBE - Heroes of today
12 song LP (NB 016)
- re-release of that classic
Punk / Hardcore album, limited
in colored vinyl

Holt ihn Euch:
Unseren neuen MAIL ORDER
GESAMT-KATALOG
mit hunderten von Platten,
Shirts etc.
Postkarte genügt -
Katalog kommt kostenlos!!!

Distributed by SPV

NUCLEAR BLAST RECORDS

DR. - FREY-STR. 54
7322 DONZDORF
WEST-GERMANY
\(\# 07162/29737\)